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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a new Decision Based median filtering algorithm is presented for the removal of 

impulse noise from digital images. Here, we replace the impulse noise corrupted pixel by the median of the 

pixel scanned in four directions.The signal restoration scheme of this filter adapts to the varied impulse 

noise ratios while determining an appropriate signal restorer from a reliable neighbourhood. The 

experimental results of this filter applied on various images corrupted with almost all ratios of impulse 

noise favour the filter in terms of objectivity and subjectivity than many of the other prominent impulse 

noise filters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The images corrupted by impulse noise are often occurred in practice. This type of noise may 

appear in  digital images because of channel decoder damages, dyeing down of signal in 

communication links, communication subscriber’s moving, video sensor’s noises and other [1-3]. 

The impulse noise called salt and-pepper [4] causes white and black points appears in digital gray 

scale images, which chaotically scattered along image area. Applying of classic median filter for 

removal of such type of noise gives relatively good results, which are shown in restoring of 

brightness drops, objects edges and local peaks in noise corrupted images [4]. But analysis of 

different sources dedicated to median filtering shows, that the classic median filter has a set of 

disadvantages  

- signal weakening (object’s counters and edges are blurred in image); 

- affecting to non corrupted (“good”) image pixels. 

 

Different modifications of median filter have been proposed to eliminate these disadvantages of 

median filtering. Now the switching scheme attracts a high interest of many researches [9-14]. 

This approach proves its efficiency for salt-and-pepper impulse noise removal from digital 

images. The switching scheme approach means splitting of noise removal procedure into two 

main stages [10, 14]: 

1. Preliminarily detection of noise corrupted pixels of digital image. 

2. Filtering of noise impulses which have been detected in first stage of processing using 

information about gathered image properties. 

 

Described scheme with impulse detector is used in many advanced modifications of median filter. 

For example, in [15] authors purpose to use a detector based on fuzzy logic. And in [16] an  
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adaptive filter based on multilayer neural network [17] had offered for restoration of digital 

images. If the density of salt-and-pepper noise very high (more then 30%), an algorithm described 

in [11, 25] is shown very efficient. This algorithm also developed using switching scheme. It uses 

sufficiently complex iterative procedures both at noise detecting stage and during filtering of 

corrupted image. This improves restoration of images even very extremely corrupted by impulse 

noise. In this work an improved algorithm proposed for impulse nose removal, which is able to 

restore images, corrupted by very intensive salt-and-pepper impulse noise, efficiently. The new 

algorithm has large performance in removal of impulse noise from digital images while having a 

relatively low complexity. 

 

2. MEDIAN FILTER 

Median filter, the most prominently used impulse noise removing filter, provides better removal 

of impulse noise from corrupted images by replacing the individual pixels of the image as the 

name suggests by the median value of the gray level of the pixels from a chosen neighbourhood. 

The median of a set of values is such that half of its values in the set are below the median value 

and half of them are above it and so is the most acceptable value than any other image statistics 

value for replacing the impulse corrupted pixel of a noisy image for if there is an impulse in the 

set chosen to determine the median it will strictly lie at the ends of the set and the chance of 

identifying an impulse as a median to replace the image pixel is very less. For a current image f 

which is noisy, the median filter is a sliding square window of odd size that moves over the entire 

image, replaces individual pixel of the image by the median of all the pixels of the window. Let 

the pixel values within a square window WxW be represented spatially as  

 
  Ωi

w
={j=(j1,j2)/i1-(w-1)/2≤j1≤i1+(w-1)/2, 

       I2-(w-1)/2≤j2≤i2+(w-1)/2} 

 

In correcting the impulse pixels, the median filter though shows satisfactory performance, makes 

numerous errors in on other vital aspects like the computational efficiency, mis- doing so. First of 

all, the median filter applies median of pixels from particular neighbourhood to all the pixels of 

the image irrespective of them being corrupted or not i.e., a pixel is identified noisy when there is 

no noise at all leading to noise suppression when the pixel is corrupted and signal suppression 

when the pixel is uncorrupted. The window size of the median filter also plays an important role 

in finding the most suitable value, larger and smaller windows lead to distortions when the 

impulse noise ratios are low and high respectively. Also the median value that is applied to the 

pixels of the noisy image is chosen from a neighbourhood without any constraints. This can be an 

inappropriate value i.e an impulse when the noise level is high, questioning the very aim of noise 

suppression filter. 

 

These drawbacks put forward certain basic requirements to be satisfied by impulse noise filters. 

The noisy pixels alone are to be tracked (to be modified) by the most perfect value. Accordingly 

numerous algorithms got reported with distinct impulse tracking and correction phases, the 

Progressive pixel Switching Median Filter, the Adaptive Two-Pass Median Filter [20], the Rank 

Order based Adaptive Median Filter [RAMF] to restore highly corrupted images; the prime 

correction value being the median proved to be the most perfect. But these algorithms in the 

history of noise reduction could see good restoration only when the noise ratio is upto 40% 

beyond which [21]-[22] our new algorithm provide a better performance by addressing the 

limitations of former algorithms. 
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3. RAMF ( RANK-ORDER BASED ADAPTIVE MEDIAN FILTER) 
 

In RAMF, a pixel is retained if the median of a window around it is strictly between the minimum 

and the maximum value of the window and the pixel also is strictly between the minimum and the 

maximum value of the window; In case, the median of the window under consideration is strictly 

between the minimum and the maximum value of the window and the pixel does not lie strictly 

between the minimum and the maximum value of the window, then the pixel is replaced by the 

median value; otherwise, the size of the window is increased and the pixel will be replaced by the 

median of the increased size window, provided, this new median is strictly between the minimum 

and the maximum value of the window, otherwise, the window size is again increased up to some 

pre-fixed maximum level, beyond which the central pixel is left unchanged. 

 

The strong advantage of RAMF is that it always ensures only those pixels which are not impulses 

are retained while ascertains that even in cases where the pixels are to be replaced by the median 

values, they are not impulses at all, making sure of preserving image details. This double edged 

advantage has kept this algorithm superior to several new algorithms reported subsequent to its 

publication. 

 

It is pertinent to note that unlike RAMF which works very well for any type of image corrupted 

by impulse noise up to 50%, they were good for some specific types of problems only. The 

limitation of this approach is that both non-impulsive pixels and pixels corrupted by impulse 

noises are considered for determining the median value of a window yielding a pseudo-median 

(here, 'pseudo' because of the fact that the median is not from among the reliable pixels) resulting 

in patches to occur in the images, especially when the impulse noise ratio increases beyond 3000 

or more and when the salt and pepper impulse noises are unevenly distributed; i.e., when high 

frequency impulses are more than the low frequency impulses and vice versa.  

 

Here, we often get only a noise as median, even though genuine non-impulsive pixels resides in 

the window under consideration. Increasing the window size in order to overcome the noise as 

median will affect the image fidelity. Again, even if we get a valid median, it need not be the 

actual median among the uncorrupted pixels except when the salt and pepper are equi-probable in 

the current window, which is a rare occurrence. Further the cases which could be disposed by just 

checking the validity of the central pixel are unnecessarily dragged to larger window 

computations.  

 

4. SWITCHING MEDIAN FILTER 
 

Switching Median impulse filter [23] identifies the noisy pixels by testing them for corruption 

with a more acceptable noise detector and replaced by a much valid intensity that can keep up the 

image fidelity to a large extent. The impulse detector is found from among the reliable pixels of 

window whose dimensions vary adaptively with the noise ratio which cannot cause the mis-

detection of signal as noise. The noisy pixels are replaced by a more reliable value obtained from 

a neighbourhood of the corrupted pixel. 

 

Similar to other impulse detection algorithms [1]-[2] impulse detection is done by prior 

information on natural images, i.e., a noise-free image should be locally smoothly varying, and is 

separated by edges. The noise considered by this detection algorithm is only which means: 

 

1) only a proportion of all the image pixels are corrupted while other pixels are noise-free and 

2) a noise pixel takes either a very large value as a positive impulse or a very small value as a 

negative impulse. 
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First, we create a 2D binary flag signal b having the same size of the image f to be filtered where 

bi and f denote the flag value and signal (pixel) value at position i = (i1 i2). We set bi = 1 when 

the signal (pixel) value at spatial position i is an impulse and bi = 0 when the signal (pixel) value 

at i is non- impulsive. 

 

Initially, we assume that all the pixels of the image to be filtered are impulses and set the 2D flag, 

b to 1 for all those pixels. In the detection process, for each pixel f we determine the minimum 

and maximum values of image f in the window WD x WD(where WD is an odd integer not 

smaller than 3 initialized to 3) centred at i. It is worth noting that salt is always a maximum and 

pepper a minimum in any given window. 

 

Hence, if the centre pixel f strictly lies between minimum and maximum of a window, it is 

always likely to be a valid pixel which can be retained, and so we reset the flag at position i to 0.  

If f does not lie strictly between minimum and maximum values of the window chosen around it, 

i.e., when either f=minimum or f=maximum, we cannot be very sure that f is an impulse, since 

chances are there that f could be part of a smooth area without being an impulse.  

 

If we use Ωi
WD  to represent the set of the pixel positions within a WD x WD window centred at I.        

By increasing the window size, we stand a good chance of getting another pixel which is smaller 

than f (=minimum) or greater than f (=maximum) as the case may be the increased window. It is 

worth noting that we also stand a very good chance of getting either a salt or pepper in the 

increased window.  

 

In both cases, we can reset the flag at position i to 0 as f will strictly fall between the minimum 

and maximum of the increased window, we stop the detection process for f and we move to the 

next pixel for noise detection. Otherwise we shall continue this exercise until we reach a prefixed 

maximum window size, WDma beyond which we conclude that the pixel is an impulse and move 

to the next pixel for checking. It is interesting to note that in this we need increase the window 

size, WD to a higher level whenever the impulse noise ratio goes to a very high level (i.e., more 

than 50%) because in all probability, we may get both salt and pepper even in a smaller 3x3 

window, enabling the decision making immediate. 

 

5. DECISION-BASED FILTER 
 

Decision Based Filter addresses the limitations of median filter, RAMF in which only median 

values are used for the replacement of the corrupted pixels. The new algorithm first detects the 

impulse noise in the image. The corrupted and uncorrupted pixels in the image are detected by 

checking the pixel element value against the maximum and minimum values in the window 

selected. 

  

This new Decision Based Filter is used for the efficient restoration of highly impulse corrupted 

images. The impulse filtering technique identifies the noisy pixels by testing them for corruption 

with a more acceptable noise detector and replaces by a much valid intensity that can keep up the 

image fidelity to a large extent. The impulse detector is found from among the reliable pixels of 

the window to avoid the mis-detection of signals as noise. The noisy pixels are replaced by a 

more reliable value obtained from a closer neighbourhood of the corrupted pixel. First, we create 

a binary flag image f having the same size of the image X of size m x n to be filtered where fi and 

i X denote the flag value and pixel value at position i = (i1, i2). We set fi = 1 when the pixel value 

at spatial position i is an impulse and fi = 0 when the pixel value at i is non-impulsive. Initially 

this flag image, f is set to ‘1’ at all its spatial locations assuming that all the pixels of the image, X  
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are corrupted. K is the number of iteration the image is scanned to calculate the replacement 

median value.The algorithm can be  tracked through following steps: 

 

Algorithm: 

 

Step 1: 
  

Process the first pass, K=1 starting from i1=1 and i2=1 and moving in the forward passion 

 

Step:2 
  

The local window size, W and the set of uncorrupted pixels, ψ are initialized. i.e. W==3; ψ =φ . 

 

Step 3:  
 

The set of pixel positions within a square window W×W, centred at i = (i1, i2), is defined 

spatially by  

   Ω i
w={j=(j1,j2)/i1-(w-1)/2≤j1≤i1+(w-1)/2, 

i2-(w-1)/2≤j2≤i2+(w-1)/2} 

 
where W is an odd integer not less than 3 to indicate the size of the local neighbourhood under 

consideration. The phase begins by analyzing the pixel-wise characteristics of the corrupted 

image, X in the local neighbourhood, WxW .  

 

Step 4:  
 

If M 1<Xi <M2 then X i is declared uncorrupted and so the pixel is retained in the corresponding 

pixel position of the restored image, U 

i.e Ui
K
=X i  

M1=minimum {X j/ j€ Ω i
w } 

M2= maximum {X j /j€ Ω i
w
 

Subsequently the flag image at position i, fi is reset to ‘0’ indicating a non-impulsive 

position. Now the algorithm is continued from Step 9. 

 

Step 5:  
 

The purity status of X i cannot be concluded corrupted when Xi  is found not to lie strictly in 

between M1  and  M2 . The uncorrupted pixels in the neighbourhood around X i are caught in the 

impulse free pixel set, ψ i.e. 

ψ = {Xj / j€ Ω i
w  and M1 <Xj <M2 } 

 

Step 6 : 
 

If the pixel is found corrupted and ψ being non empty then X i is once again checked for it’s 

purity by analyzing it’s correlation with the uncorrupted pixels of the window, WxW for which ψ 

min and ψ max is determined in such a way that 

ψ min=min(ψ );ψ max=max(ψ );  

The Minimum Deviation (MD) of xi with ψ min and ψ max is determined which is defined 

by 

MD=minimum{ψmin−Xi , ψmax −Xi }  
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Step 7: 

 

Here if ψ ≠ φ and on MD ≤ Tc , the pixel Xi is declared uncorrupted and is maintained. Since it’s 

correlation with the nearest uncorrupted signals is high. The corresponding flag image is also 

updated to ‘0’. Now the algorithm is continued from Step 9. 

 

Step 8:  
 

Otherwise if ψ ≠ φ and MD > Tc then the pixel X i is replaced by the median of the pixels in ψ 

which is the set of uncorrupted pixels in the nearest possible neighbourhood of X i . Thus the 

restored output at the position i in the filtered image, U is obtained as follows. 

 

Ui
K
 =median(ψ)  

 

Subsequently the flag image fi is reset to ‘0’ indicating a non-impulsive position since we 

replaced the corrupted pixel in the restored image. If ψ is found empty at this stage, X i is 

replaced by the mean of four neighbours of the previously processed image as 

 

 
 

Step 9: 
               

Move to next pixel for processing and  repeat Step 1 through Step 8. 

 

Step 10: 
 

Increment K=K+1 and Move to Step 2 and process each pixel in the reverse passion from i1=m 

and i2=n. 

 

Step 11:  

 

Increment K=K+1 and Move to Step 2 and process each pixel in the bottom left to top right 

passion from i1=m and i2= 1 from i1=m and i2=n. 

 

Step 12: 

 

Increment K=K+1 and Move to Step 2 and process each pixel in the reverse passion from i1=1 

and i2= n from i1=m and i2=n 

 

Step 13:  
 

Once the above four passes are over, we replace all the pixels in the final restored image U by the 

median of the 4 individual pixel value in the above four scanning procedure 
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The Decision Based Filter is featured to restore impulse corrupted digital images even in highly 

corrupted environments. The filtering scheme takes all steps to switch only the filtration of salt & 

pepper impulse corrupted pixels by an initial estimation to identify the uncorrupted pixels and 

then by identifying the impulse corrupted pixels with an appropriate noise detecting threshold, 

TC. The threshold, TC used for detection of noisy pixels is a very small value which avoids 

misdetection of signals as noise. In this algorithm, as we have considered only the pixels that are 

not corrupted by salt & pepper impulse from the smallest possible neighbourhood for determining 

the median values to replace the pixels corrupted with impulse noise, we always get the best 

possible restoration in comparison to most other variants of median filters including Median 

Filter, RAMF, Switching Median Filter  enabling very good visual quality in the restored images 

even when the image is corrupted at very high level of salt & pepper impulse noise to the tune of 

95%. The threshold TC is a very small value which avoids misdetection of signals as noises. 

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

  
The performance of the Decision Based algorithm was tested over a wide variety of 8-bit gray 

scale images of 512×512 size against Median Filter, Rank-ordered Based Adaptive Median Filter 

(RAMF) and Switching Median filter. The new filter is found to perform quite well on images 

corrupted with impulse noise up to the level of 95%. The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

(PSNR),Mean Square Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Computational Time (CT) 

are used to measure the objective dissimilarities between the filtered image and the original 

image. The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to assess the signal preserving capability 

of the restoration algorithm  

 

The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [9] and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) has been used for 

numeric estimation of algorithm’s efficiency in this work.  

 

         

Where, Mean Square Error (MSE) =  

And 

 

Mean Absolute Error,             

                 MAE= abs { } 

where  Z – Original image 

            A -  Error image 

       m  - Number of columns in the image 

 n – Number of  rows in the image 

 

The PSNR values obtained using different filtering techniques on boat  image at different levels 

of impulse noise are summarized in Table. 1. It can be noted that the new  algorithm produces 

low MSE and MAE when compared to median Filter, RAMF, Switching Median. filters. It 

clearly shows the improved performance of the this filter towards impulse noise removal and 

signal preservation Fig.3 shows the restored outputs of the algorithms when the image is 

corrupted with varied salt and pepper impulse noise levels. Based on visual inspection, the  
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Decision Based algorithm plays vital role in eliminating the impulse noise from the image while 

retaining the fine details.  

 

In the case of high density noise, the performance of the standard methods is very poor in terms 

of noise suppression and detail preservation. This filter has proved its supremacy in preserving 

edges and fine details over the other prominent filters. Unlike the Decision Based filter, the 

comparative filters have not only flawed to retain the originality of edges but also have 

introduced non-existing edges, thereby making the image restoration unreliable; this aspect is a 

strong advantage of the new algorithm.  

 

Even though the methods Median Filter, RAMF, Switching Median Filter requires short 

computational time, they failed to provide valuable restoration in terms of subjective and 

objective metrics. Those methods failed to preserve the fine details, such as the thin lines and 

sharp curves, in the restored images while the Decision Based filter preserves edge sharpness and 

reduces many artifacts in contrast to the other algorithms. For higher noise density the Decision 

Based Filter has higher PSNR value than when compared to Median Filter, RAMF, Switching 

Median Filter.  

 

                
 

Fig.2 Original images used for analysis  (a) Cameraman (b) Boats 

 

Fig.3. Shows images restored by Median Filter, RAMF, Switching Median Filter and Decision Based Filter 

respectively in each row against various levels of noise as follows:(a)Noise ratio at 20%(f)Noise ratio at 

60%(k)Noise ratio at 90% 
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Fig.4 Performance Analysis of Decision Based Filter with Switching Median Filter , Median Filter and 

RAMF filters for Cameraman image. 

 

TABLE I 

 
MAE, MSE, PSNR AND CT(SECONDS) AT DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS FOR 

CAMERAMAN IMAGE 

               

 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

An efficient Decision Based algorithm is introduced for the restoration of images corrupted with 

almost all impulse noise levels. The filter is capable of producing recognizable, patches free 

outputs from images corrupted by higher levels of impulse noise. Experimental results show the 

feasibility of the new filter. This is affirmed by auditing the numerical measures like PSNR, 

MSE, MAE and visual observations. The filter provides maximum suppression of impulse noise 

while preserving fine details. 
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